
Floating appearance
 

primavetro  requires neither 

frames nor visible brackets. 

The design is so flat that the wall 

bracket is barely noticeable, even 

from the side. Together with the 

transparency of the cantilevered 

part, this creates a floating glass 

look. 

Interchangeable glass modules PVW 
 Paper-flexible labelling behind glass 
 with 100% graphic area

Interchangeable glass modules PVW 
 Elegant appearance of floating glass surfaces
 with unique mounting and optimum function.

PVW 3021 PVW 3021

PVW       PVW stands for 

the primavetro 

direction sign

30    height in cm

21    width in cm 

The holder is hidden behind a panit layer. 

Its standard color is a neutral  light grey 

(similar Pantone 427)

The measure 69 mm cannot be undercut. 

The maximum glass height is 300 mm, 

the maximum glass width is 420 mm.

Article description Size Standard Customized

The glass cover plate can be removed to the front. One benefit of primavetro, wherever lateral sliding out is not possible on site. The tool-less change of 

the label foils is hidden behind a simple technique. 
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Tool-free replacement   

Only those who know the function will be able to open the front 

glass pane with two fingers and without exerting any force. It is 

almost impossible for the pane to accidentally fall to the ground 

and break. A magnet locks the catch and secures the glass 

permanently. 

Frameless construction 

A sandwich consisting of two transparent panes and a label 

inscription on foil or paper inserted between the two panes is  

the proven practice of the trendy glass sign. With the set-back,  

only 8 mm flat holder, primavetro sets completely new 

standards.

100% graphic area 

primavetro offers sufficient graphic space for individual graphic 

area. The colored backed area can be labeled with logo and text 

information on the front. The film in A4 format, which is inserted 

between the transparent surface of the front white glass panel 

and a fixed acrylic panel behind it, is suitable for self-labeling. 

Narrow building situations 

The primavetro sign system blends  

harmoniously into the architecture of  

modern buildings. It was developed for 

limited surfaces of modern glass partition 

wall systems. 

Mounting

The mounting unit can be mounted on 

concrete, masonry or plasterboard walls 

or with double-sided adhesive tape to  

glass or metal surfaces.


